Big Mouth – critics and reviews

Dr. Elisabeth Nehring, “Tanz” magazine, August 2010, Germany:
“…The complex mixture of opportunities and compulsions dictated by Collectivism which allows individuality to a certain point and again forces it back into its place – is
presented in magnificent simplicity by Oren Laor, Niv Sheinfeld and Keren Levi, that
portray how the Israeli society with all its ambivalence is functioning from the inside”.
– see the full ”Tanz” review below.

Agnes Izrine, "Danser”, February 2010, France:

"The rigor of the choreographic line is impressive with its forced march based on folk dance steps,
cleverly composed into a tight unisson. A mouth opens gradually with a silent agony that resembles
Francis Bacon's 'cry'. Simple yet virtuoso, abstract yet significant, the piece leaves a strong
impression".

Deborah Friedes, "Dance in Israel", November 2009, Israel:
"Niv Sheinfeld and Oren Laor’s Big Mouth explores the process of an individual critically
considering the group mentality. The strains of an Israeli folk song set the stage even
before the curtain rises, and the tone is further established as the three dancers
(Sheinfeld, Laor, and Keren Levi) begin by turning their backs on the audience and
striding in unison around the perimeter of the space. Gradually, the trio’s regimented
marching is punctuated by Israeli folk dance steps and eventually, Levi tries to break out of this
seemingly never-ending pattern with her own idiosyncratic movement. Later, to the swelling melody of
an Israeli military hymn, Levi stands downstage and slowly opens her mouth wide until her face is
distorted in the shape of a silent, terrible scream;this simple yet virtuosic act leaves a haunting imprint
even after the booming music dies down and Levi’s face returns to its normal state.

Despite the tenderness with whichSheinfeld and Laor cradle Levi during their final trio, keeping her
perpetually aloft while passing her back and forth, the emotion which prompted such an agonized cry
clearly lingers, prompting her to leave the group at the close of the work".

Zvi Goren, "Habama", November 2009, Israel:
"…They stare straight at Israel, and cry in movement their lamentation on the price of its
values . Without bombardment, but with the voiceless gaping mouth of Keren Levi
standing in the front center of the stage. Long and amazing moments in which her
mouth opens slowly untill it reaches a great wide opening, that reminds us of Edward
Munk's famous painting. But unlike the painting, Levi's mouth is alive, its pain becomes
intense… "Big Mouth" is an original and daring piece, that receives a perfect
performance by all three, every movement is specific, every expression clear and vivid.
One of the greatest achievements of Israeli dance".
(Zvi Goren, "Habama", November 2009, Israel)

Merav Yudilovic, "Ynet", November 2009, Israel:
"…A complex statement about the need to be part of the collective, and at the same time
the need to find freedom from the suffocating embrace of the mass in order to find the
personal voice… "Big Mouth" is above all a eulogy about a home that is now very far
away"

Isabell Steinbock, “BBV”, September 2010, Germany:
“Sheinfeld and Laor treated this politically and emotionally charged topic with
sensitivity and humor that resulted in a bold statement and a virtuoso dance work. Very
intriguing”

Shelly Kling, "Globes", November 2009, Israel :
"One of the most powerful works I have ever seen. Personal, intelligent, humorous , sad
– excellent. Simplicity that grabs you in the stomach. Must see! "

Dr. Elisabeth Nehring, "Tanz", August / September 2010, Germany:
"The three performers march in lockstep Right – Left – Right – Left, shaping the frame of an imaginary
rectangle on stage. Their march is calm, determined but not aggressive - maybe they present an image
of the sovereign military of the future?
Then occurs the first change in the small uniformed formation of the two men in black and the woman
in blue and white: marching backwards as well as forward, the steps cutting through the rectangle
frame and the arms jolting. The semi-militant movement is beginning to show fragments of folk dance
that convey both the positive and the problematic aspects of their community. The female dancer is
breaking free from the uniformity. She is soon becoming the center of all movement on stage as well as
the emotional focal point of the piece, displaying both activity and passivity. She approaches her two
partners with merriment and joy but in return they grab her by the shoulders, toss her back and forth
and put her in her place with gentle domination. The complex mixture of opportunities and
compulsions dictated by Collectivism - which allows individuality to a certain point and again forces it
back into its place – is presented in magnificent simplicity by Oren Laor, Niv Sheinfeld and Keren Levi,
that portray how the Israeli society with all its ambivalence is functioning from the inside.
Keren Levi is dressed in the colors of the Israeli flag, stands in the center of the stage and begins to
open her mouth slowly until it becomes a terrifying crater. At first it seems that the heroic "Anthem of
the seventh Israeli tank brigade" is floating out of her mouth, the whole face is opening up to the
pathos of the music. Later as the gaping mouth covers up half her face – it gradually resembles "The
Scream" by Eduard Munk, an expression of bottomless horror. Suddenly the music seems to float
violently back into her mouth, forcing her to either swallow or suffocate. Through this suction of
militarism and nationalism we are looking into the desperation of an individual and its nation, locked
in its own psyche and history, therefore painfully harming itself and others. In this scene Keren Levi
could stand for many things: personification of the Israeli nation or its state, individual or collective,
winner or victim, pure emotion or perversion of the emotion. That image with all its horror and
contradiction leaves a haunting imprint that lingers even to the last part, where the 3 dancers

support each other in friendly care. The two men create a seat for her with their bodies, carrying her
on hands and feet. How real or fake this harmony is - they leave open. The collective manifests once
again its capability of being functional, but not for long – with a friendly smile she leaves her partners
alone on stage and walks out. A collective with no members, a country with no nation, a nation with
no emotion?

